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 Opening remarks: Charles Bryant

 GIF overview – report back: Tim Cole

 BPC and the US journey: Todd Albers

 Government mandates, governance and compliance: Cyrille Sautereau

 Implementing the GIF- EESPA Interoperability Network: Michel Gilis

 Peppol- where the building blocks started, status and next steps: 
Andre Hoddevik

 My journey, feedback from consultation and next steps for GIF: Chris 
Welsh

Panel on global interoperability- journeys towards the GIF
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The Global Interoperability Framework (GIF)

GIF Overview

by Tim Cole
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 What Is this all about?
 A group of associations came together in 2019/2020 

 Connect ONCE (USA), 

 EESPA (EU), 

 OpenPeppol (EU)  

 The Business Payments Coalition (USA). 

 To address common challenges

 And to explore the establishment and adoption of a Global Interoperability Framework (GIF)

 A consultation draft was released in May 2020
 Over 200 downloads and options to expand of a group that could be expanded representation to support further 

development.

 Progress will be built on continuing to increase engagement – so today is highly important.

‘Interoperability is defined as …
 The ability of a seller or a buyer together acting as trading parties to exchange compliant e-invoices and other supply 

chain electronic messages containing the essential information elements required by both seller and buyer, 
irrespective of the information technology environment, back-office systems, or  third-party solutions or services used 
by each’. 

Introduction
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 What is the GIF (and what is it NOT!)

 Requirements and Guiding Principles

 Building Blocks

 Recommended Practices

 Note on Continuous Transaction Controls

 Closing Comments

GIF Overview
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 The GIF a set of recommended practices, policies, standards and guidelines 

 It is a neutral vehicle 
 To guide the creation of individual interoperability networks (global, regional, national, sectoral) based on open 

collaboration

 That supports buyers and suppliers to embrace digital business

 That will help service providers to meet their customer’s requirements

 It identifies common interoperability artefacts
 That are proven, fit-for-purpose, robust, secure and can be supported and deployed irrespective of location

 That will  deliver faster implementation of network and end-user connections. 

 Importantly … the GIF is NOT:

 A proposal for a single global or a physical network 

 A solution in every situation

GIF Overview - What is the GIF
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 Meeting the needs of end users (buyers and suppliers):
 Accelerates the use of automated digital processes

 Makes it simpler and faster to connect to trading partners

 Supports full end-to end compliance and process traceability 

 Is cost-effective through economies of scale and scope

 Supporting their service providers and network access points:
 Provides a base layer of common services agreed at a cooperative level

 Provides common interoperability ‘building blocks’ 

 Reduces and controls adoption costs, whilst allowing a focus on value-added services

 And for the whole digital economy:
 Creates a secure, robust and scalable environment

 Saves time and effort by all parties

 Will support more harmonised real-time models for reporting, procurement, accelerated payments and archiving

GIF Overview - The Benefits
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 The project work explored business and technical requirements and examples of proven 
interoperability solutions and good practice

 The GIF-WG fully agrees with the fundamental and critical business and technical requirements as set 
out in a recent Technical Assessment conducted for the US market and which drew on global practice

 The GIF-WG endorses the guiding principles for interoperability and  electronic transmission 
developed in the European Multi-Stakeholder Forum on e-Invoicing

 It also built on the experience of the associations composing the initial consortium.

GIF Overview - Requirements and Guiding Principles
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Unlocking value-

adding services

Delivery
Transfer protocols (such as AS2, AS4), 

envelope, response messages.

Discovery
Identifiers, addressing, 

registry, etc.

Data
Semantic & Syntax 

standards

Directives
e.g. Legislative, business 

and network requirements.

Global Interoperability Framework - Building Blocks
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Delivery:
The fundamental delivery / transmission network, based on protocols and technical 

artefacts, which permits interoperability at the technical level.

GIF Overview - The Building Blocks

Discovery:
The basis on which information about a trading party is accessible to another trading party.  
Such information would include addressing, routing and service capabilities; be provided at 

the network level and complement information already known to the sender.

Data:
The business content that needs to be conveyed between parties.

Directives:
The legislative, regulatory and other rules that surround the business environment.
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Recommended Practices
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 GIF recommends the use of a 4-corner architecture 

 through the adoption of  the CEF e-Delivery components

 which are in common use and being widely adopted

 Based on global OASIS standards an open-source tool recommended as fully fit-for-purpose 

 It supports widely-used Message Transport Protocols: AS2 and migration to AS4

 Supports the benefits of Message Envelope Standards using the SBDH and moving towards the 
new XHE protocol

 These are the transport ‘rails’ that operate independently of the message payload 

 Note 

 Recent developments in Block Chain could enable new paradigms for data-sharing based on  permission-based 
access, rather than messaging. These developments could also support use-cases for ‘trusted log’ functionality 
embedded in an interoperable network. Work to do….

GIF Overview - Delivery: Recommended Practices
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 GIF supports a combination of a bilateral discovery mechanism (if preferred) and a centralised 
discovery environment based on registry services and directories.

 Recommends conformance to a three-level definition of identifier:

 Entity

 Electronic Address

 Electronic Routing Address

 Supports three permission levels and transaction filters for discovery conditions subject to 
community choice:

 Open

 Conditional

 Pre-authorised

 Discovery standards based on OASIS SML & SMP artefacts

GIF Overview - Discovery: Recommended Practices
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 Corners 2 and 3 exchange data in a standardised format

 Each service provider/access point manages the data interface with their customer (i.e. the seller or buyer). 

 Support a single semantic model

 Based on the EN 16931 model

 Support a single syntax model

 ISO/IEC 19845 - OASIS UBL

 Starting with invoices

 moving to embrace other supply chain documents

 Wide adoption and exchange of response messages

 Based on the joint EESPA / Peppol UBL Response message

GIF Overview - Data: Recommended Practices 
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 The scope of ‘Directives’ covers 3 areas:

 Legal and regulatory requirements prescribed by governments and tax authorities

 Business requirements prescribed by trading parties

 Governance for the entity with responsibility for a GIF instance

 The first two areas need to be evaluated to determine those requirements which are left entirely to trading 
parties and their service providers and those to be  supported the capabilities of an interoperability framework 
through rules, standards and processes. Many examples are cited.

 The governance area contains a set of Recommended Practices covering:

 Governing entity structure

 Participation

 Rules and agreements

 Technology and standards

GIF Overview - Directives: Recommended Practices
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 Supporting the interoperability needs of end-users is essential and should be supported by all service 
providers/access points. The ‘first and last mile’ is as important as the interoperability network itself

 GIF-WG decided to propose some desirable practices for this area which is often described as purely 
competitive - think again?

 Recommended Practices are offered covering:

 Minimum and consistent set of business document-types

 Interfaces and protocols

 Easy to access addressing and routing

 Accurate mapping and data formatting

 Support for response messaging

 Error handling processes

 Interoperability capabilities and assessments

GIF Overview – End User: Recommended Practices
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 The GIF-WG has considered the evolving area of ‘Continuous Transaction 
Controls’ in the fiscal area:

 State of flux but rapidly growing

 How to harness benefits of fiscal optimization and supply chain efficiency

 GIF could contribute to interoperable solutions

 Need for a set of agreed principles
 Balance of benefits

 Build on what works

 Commit to harmonization

 Stakeholder cooperation required

GIF Overview - Impact of Continuous Transaction Controls
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Closing Comments
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 A framework with common set of artefacts

 Flexible implementation

 Built to evolve

 Built using neutral and open international approach 

 To guide the creation and use, globally

GIF Overview – Closing Comments

This is a breakthrough moment!

We are agreeing a common “railway gauge” 

for the fast and efficient 

global growth of digital business.
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Concept 

Launched

Working 

Group 

Formed

Consultation 

Document 

Released Expand

Representation

GIF Overview - The GIF Roadmap

2020

The

Future

Global 

Interoperability

Peer 

Review

Today Next

Step

200+ 

Downloads
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The Global Interoperability Framework (GIF)

Business payments Coalition and the US journey 

by Todd Albers
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Business Payments Coalition

Internationally recognized group of industry volunteers who are leading efforts to 

promote greater adoption of electronic business-to-business (B2B) invoices, 

payments and remittance data exchanges

https://businesspaymentscoalition.org/

Why Join?

• Forum for collaboration on 

industry improvements 

• Work toward a common goal

• Contribute to solutions

• Influence industry solutions

https://businesspaymentscoalition.org/contact/
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Business Payments Coalition: e-Invoice Exchange Framework

Foundational Work

Conduct framework 
validation exercise

Conduct technical and 
semantic components 

assessment

2018 2021

Develop technical 
specifications and 

semantic standards

Conduct governance 
model assessment

The BPC technical assessment heavily influenced the GIF concepts. For the 

validation exercise, the BPC followed the GIF principles and best practices, and 

will work towards a fully compliant GIF instance
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Go-to-Market Strategy

Develop adoption 
strategy

Conduct in-market 
pilot

Identify governance 
body

2021 2023

Business Payments Coalition: e-Invoice Exchange Framework
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The Global Interoperability Framework (GIF)

Government mandates, governance and compliance 

by Cyrille Sautereau
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E-invoicing is not only e-delivery, but also Compliance and Processing

❖ On a 4-Corner, the Supplier and the Buyer are NOT 
connected directly, but through SPs …

❖ … but they remain responsible of their compliance,

❖ … and they need to share information / statuses about 
invoice process (comply with business requirements, 
received by the buyer, approved, …)

“True” Interoperability must include clear rules, responsibilities and issue management procedures between Service 
Providers / Access Points (SP / AP), for instance regarding:

➢ Who is creating the invoice (in respect with local regulation) ? How authenticity of the origin, integrity of content and legibility are secured through SP / AP ?

➢ What feedback on invoice delivery to the final customer ? What about invoice process statuses?

➢ How the buyer’s business requirements are implemented, by who, what are the operational consequences of an invoice rejection (roll back, duplicates, credit notes, 
…) ?

➢ What level of final user identity control (KYS / KYC) are done by each SP / AP ?

➢ What kind of SLA on interoperability, …

=> The network must be managed through Governance rules, including the ability for each End User or SP / AP to
filter or not the flows they accept, Interoperability agreement templates, and transparent and “democratic”
governance among SP/AP.

“How compliance is handled ?”
“Is the invoiced processed / rejected ?” 

SPRSPS

1
2 3

4

?
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ChorusPro – French National Platform

# Entities

132 114 
public 

entities

746 661
private 
entities

# Users

953 607
users

80 000 access 
per day

# Invoices

127,2 millions 
received

(since 2017)

12% national
88% subcentral 

API

13 millions 
calls per day

94 services
4 908 partners 

connected

EDI

302 partners 
connected

(service 

providers and 
large 

companies)

ChorusPro inter-connects around 900 000 entities and hundreds of SPs for invoice 
exchange and process:

❖ Data : UBL, CII, full structured and hybrid (XML + PDF)
❖ Discovery : Registry with 746 K private and 132 K public entities
❖ Delivery : AS2 direct connections + API (94 services) + PEPPOL AP
❖ Directive : invoice process statuses (API / Portal), regulation
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National Platforms – B2B mandate – What Impact on interoperability

B2B Mandate accelerates adoption (and digital transition), 
reduces VAT GAP, supports VAT reporting.

National Platform constitutes / organizes a Network:
➢ Registry management (Discovery)
➢ Invoice Format(s) (Data)
➢ Rooting (if Delivery)
➢ Compliant inside + Invoice process statuses
➢ Timestamps for payment delay (“trusted dates”)
➢ SMEs (end users) inclusiveness (last / first miles)

SPS SPR

Registry 
(SML)

Centralized for Addressing & Rooting …
… and format (Data)

SPS SPR

Registry 
(SML)

Half Centralized, using the ecosystem

Invoice data 
/ e-reporting

For flexibility, efficiency, SME inclusive

➢ Compatible with legacy flows

➢ Allow connections with other Networks (other GIF instances !)

➢ Strict on a core set of data, flexible on the edge (formats, EN16931 
compatible, Extensions, hybrid)

➢ Potentially available for SMEs (basic level of service)

➢ Single source of ”truth” for End Users Registry (SML)

➢ Alternative to direct 4-corner interoperability
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GIF : a common “railway infrastructure” for Digital Business

Public sector

National 
B2B / B2G Mandate 

Infrastructure

Sectorial 
Communities

Private Networks

EN16931 based
CEF e-Delivery (multiple SML)

Invoice Response
Governance principles

…

GIF Instances
The more common, the better

with pragmatism, adaptiveness
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The Global Interoperability Framework (GIF)

Implementing the GIF - EESPA Interoperability Network 

by Michel Gilis



• 2011: Promoting interoperability and the creation of an eco-system

• bilateral (MIA) agreement

• multilateral (MIFA) agreement

• operational standard (EESPA Interoperability Network)

EESPA interoperability: a journey with history



CEF Building Blocks: operational standards for EIN

• Aligns members: document, exchange quality

• Enables governance and trust

• Conformant solutions

• EESPA contributes (CEN /National Forum/ CEF…) 



EESPA Interoperability Network

• Improved Reach with reduced operating costs

• Adapted to interoperability requirements

• Higher on-boarding rates and better service to customers

• Aligned with GIF by design
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The Global Interoperability Framework (GIF)

Peppol- where the building blocks started, status and next steps 

by André Hoddevik



www.peppol.eu

Global interoperability

André Hoddevik
Secretary General OpenPeppol AISBL, Belgium

Head of Department, Norwegian Agency for Public and 
Financial Management



About OpenPeppol and Peppol
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OpenPeppol - who we are

• OpenPeppol is a not-for-profit international association that integrates  business processes by standardising the way 
information is structured and exchanged. We are a democratic, member-led organisation, consisting of public and private 
sector members

• Established in 2012 following a large-scale pilot co-funded by the European Commission and a consortium of 18 
government entities from 11 countries to enable cross border public procurement and eInvoicing in Europe

Peppol - what we do

• Peppol is the name of the Network and Business Interoperability Specifications that we provide, as part of a 
comprehensive Peppol Interoperability Framework; including legal agreements, governance and compliance measures

■ Adoption driven by:

– governments (currently 13 countries)

– a network of service providers (currently 301)

■ Activity in 36 countries

■ More than 300.000 active end users 

(companies)

■ More than 150 million business transactions

exchanged in last year

Peppol Adoption

• 441 members, located 

in 36 countries

• 301 Peppol-certified 

Service Providers, 

located in 31 countries

• 13 Peppol Authorities, 

located in 13 countries 

in 3 continents

Key Facts Authorities, Services providers and members types

Peppol Authorities,

Certified Service Providers 

Service Providers and other member types



Infrastructure in the Peppol four-corner model
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C2 and C3

• Peppol-certified Service Providers 
exchange Peppol BIS documents

• C3 places customer address and 
capability data in the SML and SMP

Service Metadata Locator (SML)

• C2 connects to the SML to look up 
the address of the Receiver’s SMP

Service Metadata Provider (SMP)

• C2 connects to the Receiver’s SMP to 
look up the capability of the receiver 
to accept Peppol BIS



The link between GIF, EIF and Peppol

Agreements

Technical 

Specifications

Statutes

Policies

Peppol

Governance 

Framework

Peppol

Architectural 

Framework

Peppol

Interoperability 

Framework

Organisational 
interoperability

Technical 
Interoperability

Legal     
Interoperability

Semantic 
Interoperability

EIF
The European 

Interoperability 

Framework

GIF
The Global 

Interoperability 

Framework



Peppol 

Governance 

Framework

Peppol 

Architectural 

Framework

Peppol 

Interoperability 

Framework

Policies and requirements Compliance Policy

Change Management Policy

Trust and Security Policy

KYC Policy

Data Reporting Policy

PA-specific Requirements

Service Level Requirements

Peppol Business Interoperability 

Specifications – Peppol BIS

PA governed specifications

Peppol Network

Messaging specifications

Packaging and Security specifications

Peppol Authority Agreement Service Provider Agreement

Peppol artefacts in details…

Capability lookup and addressing specs



Current applications (Peppol BIS in production)
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Post Award Pre Award

Invoice/credit note ESPD request

Invoice response ESPD response

Order only Procedure description

Ordering Document access

Order agreement Tender submission

Despatch advice Catalogue

Message level response

Catalogue

Catalogue without response

Punch out



Peppol priorities 

• Peppol Continuous Transaction Controls (CTC)

Gather business requirements for the most optimal CTC model

Develop a solution architecture and specifications for a Peppol CTC model

Conduct a Proof of Concept (PoC) test within selected countries

• Peppol International Invoice

Use EN16931 and the Peppol BIS Billing 3.0 CIUS as starting point

Enable interoperability between parties operating in countries with different indirect tax regimes

• Peppol Agreement Framework

New agreements approved in 2020, will enter into force in 2021

Enables use of the Peppol Network in new domains

• Continued growth

From European to Global reach

Equal relevance for B2B and B2G



M O R E  
I N F O R M AT I O N

info@peppol.eu
www.peppol.eu

F O L L O W  U S

THANK YOU!
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The Global Interoperability Framework (GIF)

My journey, feedback from consultation and next steps for GIF 

by Chris Welsh
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OFS Portal

SA      Supplier Member Agreement 

EDA   Buyer Electronic Data Agreement 

IOA    Network Inter-Operability Agreement 

IOA

GOODS &

SERVICES

440+

45+

THE OFS PORTAL AGREEMENTS INTER-LOCK TO PROVIDE AN END TO END DIGITAL FRAMEWORK FOR 

TRANSACTING SECURELY, IMPLEMENTING STANDARDS AND REDUCING COSTS TO ALL TRADING 

PARTNERS

Operators

Suppliers
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Orchestration of many supply chain messages

Sourcing RFI/RFP Bid Response

Master Data Management

Contract Management

Catalogs Catalog Data

Request for Quote Quote Provided

Purchase Requisition

Purchase Order PO Change/Confirmation

Goods Receipt/Service Entry
Field Ticket Response

Field Ticket/Delivery

Invoice Response Invoice

Payment Remittance Advice Payment Received

P2P O2C
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Volumes build rapidly

440+ Buyers in 20 years of eCommerce Deployments

45+ eCommerce Networks

1000s of 3 Corner Connections per supplier

More than 3000 customers still to be connected
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3-Corner Models

Supplier Community has thousands of 3 Corner Integration 

Models to Support With 45+ eCommerce Networks

45+ Buyer’s
Networks

440+ Buyer’s
ERPs

Supplier’s
ERP
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4-Corner Model Using an eDelivery Network

Suppliers connect to their Access Point or Supplier Network, Buyers 

are connected to their Access Point or Buyers Network, all 

networks are integrated with the same capabilities on the 

eDelivery Network.  All companies connect once.

Buyers
Network

Buyers
ERP

Suppliers
ERP

Suppliers
Network PIDX

eDelivery
Network

Locater 

Registry

Services 

Registry
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The Global Interoperability Framework (GIF)

Feedback and next steps for GIF 

by Chris Welsh, Chair GIF WG
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Digital
63 %

Government
11 %

Consulting & 
Accounting

8 %

Financial 
Services

7 %

Manufacturing 
& Energy

8 %

Other
3 %

GIF Feedback: 200+ Downloads

Europe
67 %

Americas
20 %

Asia
7 %

Australasia
5 %

Africa
1 %
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 “We recognise the importance of adopting a common set of 
recommended practices, policies, standards and guidelines and fully 
supports the work of the GIF-Working Group. We support the global 
adoption of systems that support the secure digitisation, transmission, 
receipt and validation of business and financial documents to facilitate 
domestic and cross border trade in goods and services. Interoperability 
across systems will be a critical enabler.”

Policy Adviser: Asia-Pacific national government

GIF Feedback
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 “Congratulations! It is absolute fantastic result and I am really excited.”

Well-known industry analyst and consultant

 “Excellent document- we all should embrace digitalization & automation. 
Standardization and harmonization are the key principles. It may be 
wishful thinking, but it should be the objective to avoid further 
fragmentation.”

Senior Tax Manager with a major US multinational corporation

GIF Feedback
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 “Excellent document. I wouldn’t change a comma…. The real test will 
come when this framework document has to materialize as technical 
specifications and actual implementations. Basing the GIF on the CEF e-
Delivery specifications and components is an excellent idea.”

International standards specialist based in Latin America

GIF Feedback
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1. Process the feedback

2. Plan for new work items e.g. CTC, SML for GIF

3. Encourage and support practical implementations

4. Engage with communities

5. Evolve project governance and bring in new WG members

GIF Next Steps
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Questions?

www.gifworks.io

The Global Interoperability Framework (GIF)

http://gifworks.io/

